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 Open up the packaging and remove the ladder and operating pole (leave on 
 the access floor). Remove the 4 top-fixing brackets with relevant nuts and 
 place on the loft/upper floor.

By means of supports or ropes, push the ladder into the ceiling aperture 
from underneath. Once in place, fit the drilled brackets vertically onto the  
10mm threaded bars. Then fasten with the 10mm nuts and spanner (17), until 
the frame of the hatch box lies flush with the ceiling. Do not fully tighten 

 nuts at this stage.

1.

2.

Check the ladder from underneath (in its stowed position) and make sure 
there is a consistent, uniform space between the frame and the hatch door. 
If this is not the case, then you will need to make small adjustments until a 
uniform gap is achieved. Once, correct, fully tighten the 10mm nuts. 
 

3.

N.B. It is recommended to cut off the excess threaded rod above the lock nut. 
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Use the operating pole to pull the hatch door down. Then extend the ladder 
until it reaches the floor. Ensure the bottom of the ladder rests firmly on 
the floor. If the ladder is being used for heights falling outside the standard 
height then you must adjust the rods by either tightening or loosening both 
M10 nuts with the spanner (17). Both nuts must be level with each other 
and resting on their stops. 
 
                                                                           

4.

If fitting the right-hand side handrail, then it must be fitted when the ladder is 

	
 

5.

N.B. The handrail is not supplied for the followings models / opening sizes:
ACI ALLUMINIO - 70 x 50 - 70 x 60 - 70 x 70 - 80 x 50 - 90 x 50 - 100 x 50 
 

unfolded. The L shaped lever is attached to the ladder at the bottom pre-drilled
concertina arm and the straight shaped lever is attached at the top pre-drilled
concertina arm. (See figures. 4-5)
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